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ln this issue we report the formation of a
new working group dealing with pathology of
cetaceans. A workshop to develop
standardized procedures for post mortem
analysis will take place in Leiden, the
Netherlands, between 13 and 14 September.

We hope to follow this newsletter with
another in September, so please if you have
any reporls to make from summer fieldwork,
announcements of future meetings or report:..
0f past ones, or indeed anything which you
think members would be interested to read
about, please let us have it by August 15.

Looking forward to hearing from you!

PETER EVANS
MARJAN ADDINK

JOKE BAKKER

EGS NEWS

The remit of the society and
frequency of conlerences

Two issues were voted on by the membership
recently. The f irst related to whether the
ECS should remain a cetacean society or
elitend its remit to the study of other marine
mammals including seals. Sixty-six persons
voted to remain a cetacean society compared
with forty-six to include seals. Thus the

society will continue its primary aims ,,the

study and conservalion of celaceans in
Europe", but will happily accept talks on
other marine mammals at its annual
conferences, particularty if they are
relevant to cetacean studies.

The second issue was whelher the society
should have ¡ts conference annually or
biennially. Here, there was a much closer
result with fifty-four persons voting one
way and fifty-three the other. ln general, the
majority of students voted in favour of
annual meetings whilst those in professional
employment mainly voted for biennial
meetings. Since there was no clear mandate
from the membership to change its present
procedure, it was decided that the society
should continue to hold its conferences
annually.

PETER EVANS

Offer -of lnternship at Center
Coastal Studies, Massachusetts,

for
USA

Nine persons applied for the summer
internship at the Center for Coastat Studies,
USA. All were very worthy applicants and
we are sorry thal we could not have offered
the opportunity to everone. The final choice,
made by the Center, was for Giovanna
Benazzo from ltaly who should by now be
engrossed in photo-lD studies of right and
humpback whales off the coast of north-east
United States. Finally, we are very grateful
to Phil clapham, and the center for coastal
Studies for providing this opportunity.

PETER É]/ANS

Next ECS Conference The next annual
conference of the European cetacean Society
will be held at San Remo in ttaty between 20
and f{Æqþ¡ggqv 1992. lt will 6e orsanizff
by Giuseppe Nòlafbartolo di Sciara. More
details will be given in the autumn
newsletter.

Subscription Renewal Severat ECS
members have not yet renewed their annual
subscription. Please will you respond as soon
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as possible if you wish to remain a member
and receive this year's proceedings and
further newsletters. The society is run on a
small budget, and we will not be able to
develop unless members suppon it.

Annual subscription fees are Ê12.50jor full
and ¡nst¡tutionat members anñzso for
student members (25 years old or yffi-er, a
full-time sludent or unemployed). Payment
can be made by UK cheque, Eurocheque or
bank draft in pounds slerling. You can pay by
cheque in any other currency, but you must
add Ê6 to cover exchange charges. Payments
in excess of the membership fee are
gratef ully received as a donation to the
Society.

Please send your membership fee to:

PHIL HAMMOND

REGEN]T RESEARGH üN

E[JR@FE

CETACEANS IN THE WESTERN
MEDITERRANFAN SEA: Teview

after three years of field research

The Mediterranean Sea covers the
respectable area of about 3 million sguare
kilometres from Gibraltar Straits to the
Syrian coast. The Western Mediterranean
Sea (WMS) extends eastwards to the Sicily
Strait, and comprises two main basins: the
Tyrrhenian Sea and the Algero-Provencal
basin whose western extension forms the
Alboran Sea. lf we exclude the Gulf of Lion,
the Gulf of Valence and parts of the ltelian
coast, the conlinental shelf is usually
narrow, the depth steeply reaching over
2,000 metres; however, intermediate depths
are also found close to the main islands and
the ltalian shore. Strong exchanges with the
Atlantic Ocean make up for the hydrological
balance and bring in vilal nutr¡ents as well;
on the other hand, the western basin
receives important streams from the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea. The detailed study of
these exchanges helps to explain why local

areas in the WMS are biologically attractive
for small and large cetacean species.

Celacean Sightings in the Western
Mediterranean Sea Both suborders of
Cetacea are represented in the WMS; the
only baleen whale to be present all year
round is the fin whale (Balaenoptera
påysalus) whilst the following families of
toothed whales may be considered as
resident in the area: Delphinidae,
Physeteridae, Ziphiidae. There are seven
species oi Odontoceü commonly classified as
regular: the sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephalus), long-finned pilot whale
(Globicephala melasl, Cuvier's beaked whale
(Ziphius cavirostrls), Risso's dolphin
(Grampus griseus), bottle-nosed dolphin
(fursiops tuncatusl, striped dolphin
(Sfene//a coeruleoalba), and common dolphin
(Delphinus delphisl. Other species might be
listed as "not exceptional" either locally or
seasonally: the minke whale (Ealaenoptera
acutorostratal and killer whale (Orcinus
orcal; false killer whale (Pseudorca
crassidens), pygmy sperm whale (Kogia
brevicepsl, rough-toothed dolphin (Sfeno
bredanensis) and harbour porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena) have also been seen either alive or
stranded in the receni past, moJtly in areas
closely related to the incoming Atlantic
stream (Duguy, 1990).

Reliable data on the different aspects of field
cetology are scarce and various questions
remain to be answered to assess the status
of cetaceans in the WMS. However, the good
weather cond¡tions occurring from May to
November enable good data gathering, and the
low variety of species makes the
determination quite easy in most cases.
S¡ghtings ale more difficult to collect in

winter, so that several questions remain
concerning the winter presencê of several
species: for example, although fin whales
have been found in the north-east of the basin
in winter, this does not imply that the
majority of the population winters in that
area; a quant¡Îat¡ve study would be
necessary over successive years to answer
this. ln fact for most pelagic cetaceans, the
exact seasonal status requires elucidation,
with a likely influence being the rigour of the
winter on an eventual migrational shift.
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B. physalus essent. in
north of
the area

Physeter all pelagic
macrocephalus areas

Ziphius pelagic
cav¡ rostri s

Grampus
griseus

perman. Feb-Mar
or partly
migratory?

Getacean species recorded regularly
in the Western Mediterranean Sea
Table 1 gives an impression of our present
knowledge of d¡stribution and status; ¡t is
based upon published work, particularly by
Italian cetologists (Di Natale, 1983; Podesta
& Magnaghi, 1988), and about 300 sightings
collected over three years during our
preliminary work in the WMS. More deta¡ls
will be reported in due course.

Table 1

Species Distrib. Status Calves

1. Fin whale This species-accounts for
150/o of our sightings and has been observed
throughoul the year in the norlh-east of the
WMS. We have spoüed mother.calf pairs in
February and March, so breeding in this area
seems probable. Feeding appears to
concentrate on the krill Meganyctipâanes
norvegica, and may comprise also shoaling
fishes and various species of cephatopods. A
quantitative assessment of the population is
being undertaken by photoidentification in the
northern half of the wMS, where the fin
whales appear to concentrate in summer.

2. Sperm whale Th is species is
traditionally thought to be the commonest of
the large whales. However, we o n ly
observed it twice in three years; whether
our observation cruises were unlucÇ or the
species has become raret in recent years
will be clearer after further research with
increased use of hydrophones. Previous
Italian work has highlighted the high
mortality of the sperm whale in drifting nets
in the south-east of the WMS; these catches
incidentally showed the occurrence of
molhers and newborn calves in that region.
Animals are also seen along the northern
continental shelf, probably feedirig upon
squid; adult males have been sighted in
summer.

3. Cuvier's beaked whale Ziphius
regularly strands but has hardly been
observed alive. This species is known to
occur either singly or in small groups in deep
waters, mainly feeding upon cephalopods.
Easy to detect and to identify under good
weather conditions, it is probably uncommon
in the WMS.

4. Long-finned pilot whale This
delphinid occurs in large numbers during
summer and autumn, particularly along the
northern continental shelf where it appears
to concenlrate in schools for feeding and
mating; mother and calf pairs are frequently
sighted. Whether these animals winter in the
Southern Mediterranean Sea or migrale
through the Stra¡ts of Gibraltar is not known
w¡th certainty. Groups are also seen along
the Corsican, Sardinian and Sicilian shelves;
although the total summer population has not

perman.
or partly
migratory?

southern
Tyrrhen.

G. meias rnesopelagic mainly August -

in summer migratory? Sept.
Var and
Riviera

no data

mesopelagic mainly August in
& deep sea perman., Ligurian

Ligurian sea traveller

Tursiops
truncalus

Stenella
coeruleoalba

Delphinus
delphis

inshore mainly
walers perman

Italy &
Africa
main islands

Summer
around

Sardinia

pelagic perman. August in
areas 0r partly Ligurian
& canyons migratory?

mesopelagic rare in the
Atlentic northern
slream areas
waters
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been evaluated, density assessmenls along
the northern continental shelf might yield a
rough approximation of total numbers.

5. Risso's dolphin With a maximum
length of 4 m. and a high and distinctive
dorsal fin, the R¡sso's dolphin is quite easy to
detect and identify. The schools that we
observed in summer usually number 8-10
animals and comprise one or t\¡/o newborn
calves. During winter, the species still
frequents the north-east of the WMS but
behaves more discreelly. Grampus is also
regular in the central Mediterranean Sea and
the degree of population relationship between
the two areas is not known. The superficial
scars and the individual features of the
dorsal fin have led us to start a
photoidentification study on this species.

6. Bottle-nosed dolphin This well known
species ¡s still regular in the WMS,
parlicularly around the main islands: schools
numbering 8.15 animals are seen in these
shallow waters. lt has been reported as
common along the North African shore and
regular off the ltalian coast; again, our data
are too few to evaluate the population, but a
few hundred animals is probably a minimum.
It is not known whether schools are attached
to a particular site, move ovef a wide
portion of coast or migrate for example
around the islands of Corsica and Sardinia. A
rough population estimate would be feasible
by means of a "round the island" cruise,
assuming that the dolphins move over only
small areas.

7. Striped dolphin The most numerous
species of the WMS apparently expanded
over the last thirty yeaf s, progressively
outnumbering the common dolphin in most
areas apart f rom the Alboran sea. lt
concenlrates mainly in several sites during
sumrner, the Ligurian divergences and
Balearic basin among them, and is observed
either in deep sea or in the vicinity of the
canyons found along the continental shelves
of France and Corsica. ln other areas, such
as the Algero-Provencal basin, the dens¡tíes
are much lower in summer. Newborn calves
are observed mostly in August and
September, in the north of the WMS; during
summer and autumn, feeding seems to

concentrate upon cephalopods, but predation
upon shoaling fishes is also observed. The
striped dolphin represents the maiority of
our sightings during the last three years; it
is often observed close to fin whales. Even a
rough estrmate of the summer population is
risky, owing to the highly irregular densities
in the WMS; bycatches, epidemics, and orl
pollution may have affected the population
recently.

8. Common dolphin Only observed once in
the areas we have so f ar visited, this
species is reporled more often in the
western Alboran Sea and along the North
African conttnental shelf, where it seems to
inhabit shallower warers than the striped
dolphin. Strandings suggest that thirty years
ago, the common dolphin was regular in the
wMs, but now it is fare in most of the afea.

From the observer's viewpoint lf
after three years we are far from able to
evaluate the populations of these different
species, we may at least outline their
behaviour, as it appeared to us during our
cruises.

The bottle-nosed dolphin schools are
sometimes difficuk to attract but never
show fear. ln most cases a big individual
comes to the bow, alone or accornpanied; on
occasions the entire school dernonstrates
breaching and bow riding.

The Risso's dolphin groups show a
tendency to indifference or slight curiosity.
Occasionally in summer, part of the group
was ettfacted so that it remained close to
the ship for more than half an hour; in that
season, we have the impress¡on that animals
are more tightly grouped.

The behaviour of the striped dolphin
seems to be strongly inf luenced by the
season: summer and autumn see large
concentrations of animals with frequent
breaching, while in winter the schools are
smaller sized and more discrete in their
external behaviour. The same characteristics
apply to their relationship with the ship,
these dolphins appearing distant or even
fearful in winter and spring, but showing
curiosity or even interest in summer, when
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even calves are seen playing close to the
ship.

The pilot whale has been observed in
summer alone: slow travelling and resting is
frequent but flipper or fluke slapping
sometimes occurs. Behaviour to ships ranged
from indifference to intense interest,
eventually w¡th close approach of the entire
school.

The fin whale often comes to the ship, even
swimming close for a while; these
behaviours were observed both w¡th adult
and young animals. Total inditference is, of
course, also possible; sudden changes of
direction to avoid the ship's proximity are
rare. Breaching and rapid surface feeding are
sometimes observed, the latter supposedly
associating with shoaling fish.

Duguy, R. 1990. Les mammifères marins de
MédiÌerranée occidentale. Bull. de ta Soc.
Zoologique de France, 114: 3.
Di Natale, A. 1983. C.l.E.S.M. rapporr er
procès verbaux: 28(5).
Podesta, M. and Magnaghi, L. 1988. Atti.
Soc. ital. Sci. nat. Stor. nat. Milano, 129(4).

ODILE & ALÐGNDRE GANNIER

14 Rue des Capucines,
33170 Gradignan,

France

REOEN]T RESEARGH
ELSEWHERE Oü{ TFOE W@RLD

[Editors' Note: as a new feature, we have
invited a research worker from outside
Europe to report on his or her studies. We
are very grateful to Bernd würsig for this
first contribution. lt has been split up into
two parts; the first covers the work he and
his wife Melany have been conducting over
several years on various dolphin species; the
second, which will appear in the forthcoming
newsletter, reviews his field studies of
bowheadsl.

DOLPHINS

My wife Melany and I have spent much time
since 1972 looking at the behavioural ecotogy
of various dolphins in different habitats and
different parts of the wortd. As I write this,
we are making our way down to patagonia,
southern Argentina, to continue a study of
the lives of dusky dolphins (Lagenorhynchus
obscurus) which we began over 18 years
ago. Since that work in Argentina, we have
worked with dusky dolphins in New Zealand,
spinner dolphins (Sfene//a /onglrostris) in
Hawaii, Chinese river dolphins, the ba¡ji
(Lipotes vexilliferl in the Yangtze, and
bonle-nosed dolphins (furslops truncatus ) in
Argentina, and - recently begun - in the Gutf
of Mexico. Although my work has taken me to
bowhead, gray, and white whales in the
arctic for the past dozen years, my f irst
love of research probably remains the study
of smaller delphinids, and I am happy ro be
getting back into that realm again.

Most of our work on behavioural ecology
involves descriptions of occurrence
patterns, numbers of animals, group sizes,
resting, socializing, sexual activity, calf
rearing, and foraging. We attemDt to relate
daily and seasonal changes in these
parameters to changes in predator and prey
distributions; as well as to physical features
such as water depths, temperatures and
current patterns. At the same time, we
attempt to describe the social system of
populations of animals, by learning to
id ent ify ind ívid u a ls, a nd asce rta i n in g
patterns of affiliations and group structure.
We are recently aided in the quest for
societal information by relatively new
techniques 1o ascertain paternities and other
relationship patterns.

A multidisciplinary effort to describe dotphin
life relative to habitat types necessitates a
suite of different techniques. First and
foremost, we identify individuals by
photography and high resolution videography.
This allows us to say when, where, and with
whom certain individuals are travelling.
Second, we describe detailed movement
patlerns for those individuals and groups
which can be sighted from land, by the use of
a surveyor's theodolite. This allows us to
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address habitat use patlerns as well as to
look at inleractions of animals by spatial
relationship. Third, we radio track select
dolphins by mounting small radio
transmitters (about tcm by 5 cm tubes) on
their dorsal fins. This allows 24-ár.
descriptions of larger scale movement
patlerns, descriptions of surfacing/dive
cycles, and a visual monitoring of the same
group day after day, since the tagged animat
serves as a spy that unwittingly leads us to
its group. Fourth, we describe behaviour of
dolphins and entire groups by focal animal
sampling techniques, speaking discrete
behaviours such as leaps, tail slaps,
social/sexual, etc. into a comment cassette
recorder, and grouping broad behaviours into
feeding, milling, travelling, and socializing as
appropriate. Other techniques, such as
underwater sound recording to correlate
vocalization quantity and quality with
behaviour, group structure, and habitat, are
used as particular situations allow. ln most
cases, my primary questions are driven by
the null hypothesis that there is no difference
in social and foraging patterns in disparate
habilats.

Melany and I described the foraging and
behavioural regimes of dusky dotphins which
live in a shallow water (usually less than
100 m. deep) environment. Southern anchovy
abound in those waters, and dolphins feed on
them. Dolphins guide their group structures,
affiliations with others, and diel behavioural
rhythms according to the behaviour patterns
of the¡r schooling prey. Anchovy are not
tight schoolers at night, so dolphins rest at
night, close to shore to avoid predation from
deep water sharks and from killer whales.
During morning, up to about thirty small
groups of 8 to 12 dolphins per group cover a
large area (up to about 100 square
kilometres) of the nearshore environment, in
a matrix of distribution with groups several
hundred metres to over one kilometre apart.
Once a group finds schooling balls of anchovy
prey, dolphins of that group begin long dives
to encircle the prey, forcing it up to the
surface to use the surface as a wall through
which the anchovy cannot escape. Perhaps
because of a shift in underwater
vocalizations and other cues, nearby dolphin
groups without prey begin aggregating at the

herding s¡te, and what started out with ten
dolphins can quickly swell to one hundred or
more. lt is likely that small groups cannot
efficiently both herd and hold prey for
feeding, and that calling of other groups to
help the herd, and thereby increase the
efficiency of food gathering lor each
individual dolphin, has evolved. During and
after feeding in the large cooperative group,
there is much social activity, much touching
and rubbing, a high amount of social calling,
and f requent acrobalic surf ace leaping. I

believe that this acliv¡ty presents an analogy
to wild canid social ceremonies, where
animals establ¡sh and re-establish social
bonds. Such "getting to know each other" is
probably of great ¡mportance to cooperating
mammals, and what seems like a very fun
party ¡n dusky dolphin society probably has
social utility. After the successful foraging
and social bout, dolphins break up into
smaller groups again, but not necessarily
with exactly the same individuals as before
the bout. ïhere is thus a f ission-f usion
society, and qu¡te a bit of openness in social
struclu re.

The fission-fusion nature of dusky dolphins in

shallow water in Argentina is quite different
from the lives led by ciusÇ dolph¡ns in deep
canyon waters of the south ¡sland of New
Zealand. ln that habital, there are no small-
bodied aggregations of schooling fishes, and
diuskies feed on mesopelagic fishes and squid
¡n the water column. They do not exhibit as
extensive and predictable a f ission-fusion
society, and instead, more often stay within
the security and safety of the large
aggregation of several hundred dolphins, day
and - as far as we know - night. Much more
work needs to be done to properly relate
patterns of sociality to constra¡nts and
opportunities of habitat, but this small
glimpse ¡nto the disparate lives of two
populations of the same species provides
some insight ¡nto what may be of importance
to structuring societies.

We have also spent several years with
Hawaiian spinner dolphins, in a habitat with
features of both Argentina and New Zealand.
These island spinners feed in deep water on
mesopelagic fishes and squid, as in New
Zealand, but they rest and socialize in very
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shallow nearshore bays, again apparently to
escape predalion, as in Argentina. They show
a fission-fusion society which fuses to feed
in deep waler, probably for enhanced
predator deteclion by the larger group; and
they separate into smallef gfoups to inhabit
small nearshor.e bays, probably because
large groups do not fit efficiently into these
bays. This example reinforces the idea that
social structuring is ceflainly not dependent
on a small set of invarying determinants, but
instead on a complex malrix of habitat
qualities which we are only beginning to
fathom, and - inadequately at this point -

describe.

But it is not enough any more to study the
lives of animals and their ecosystems solely
for themselves. lbelieve strongly that
researchers have an onus to use their
inf ormation to help management and
conservation of resources proceed in an
informed and logical manner. Quite a few
populations of dolphins, porpoises, and small
whales are presently endangered by
accidental killing during fishing operations,
by intentional kills for meat, by habitat
destruction, and by a highly intangible and
thereforq more insidious threat crf

environmental pollution. Several ent¡re
species, most critically baiji, the lndus river
dolphin or susu (P/afanista indus), and the
Gulf of California harbour porpoise or vaquita
(Phocoena slnus ) are in immediate danger of
exlinction. The Chinese government has a

conservation plan to safely keep and breed
baiji in a protected byway of the mighty
Yangtze, and I am trying 1o learn as much as
possible about habitat requ¡rements of baiji
in nature in order 10 help advise on needed
requirements to keep and eventually breed
members of this unfortunate species.

ln summer 1989, my wife and I moved from
California to Texas, in order lo begin a
program to study the lives of bottle-nosed
dolphins and other marine mammals in the
Gulf of Mexico. What prompted me to change
jo bs f rom th e relative ly pristin e a n d
beautíful shoreline of central California to
the degraded habitat south of Houston (where
about 500/o of all petrochemical refining in

the US takes place) was the possibility of
using especially nearshore bottle-nosed

dolphins as upper-trophic level indicators of
ecosystem status. We can track these visible
marine mammals in life, get t0 know where
particular individuals feed and socialize, and
when dead dolphins strand on shore, we can
use pathobiological inf ormation, toxin
concentrat¡ons in dolphin tissues, and our
knowledge of where the animals spent their
time in life to pinpoint areas of especially
high sources of pollutanls. ln the past seven
months, Thomas Henningsen of the university
of Kiel, Germany, has identified over 500
individual dolphins from the Galveston area
of Texas. This kind of wholesale knowledge of
individuals will allow us to track some of
them for long periods of Î¡me, and make the
aforementioned correlations between habitat
use and environmental degradation. I believe
thet allhough bottle-nosed dolphins can serve
as a model for higher trophic level
monitoring, other marine mammals
including seals, sea lions, harbour porpoises,
and river dolphins - will eventually provide
similar information on especially low level
chronic inpuls of pollutants into the water
environment.

BERNDWLJRSIG

REFORTS @F FAST
M EE]T[NGS

ECS CONFERENCE,
SANDEFJORD, NOBWAY

This year's annual conference of the ECS was
held in the historic whaling town of
Sandefjord in southern Norway. Although
attendance was relatively low (w¡th, sadly,
surprisingly few Scandinavians present), I

think most people would agree that it was the
most successful of ECS Conferences to date,
with the highest quality of lectures and
posters presented.

Two general themes of the conference were

marine mammal epidemics and population
studies with several lalks addressing these
issues. Some excellent reviews were
presented by the invited speakers Bernd
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Würsig, David St Aubin, llona Visser
(standing in for Albert Osterhaus), Mads-
Peter Heide-Jørgensen, and Nils Øien. Travel
restrictions affecting US government
personnel prevented Marilyn Dahlheim of
Alaska from attending. She was going to talk
about the E>o<on Valdez incident and lessons
to be learnt from it. However, Bernd Würsig
gallantly stood in for her, and gave a
wonderful pictorial presentation in
celebration of whales, with not a titlle
science thrown in from his own studies on
the effects of oil pollution upon cetaceans.

The slandard of talks and posters was
generally very high and it was difficult to
single out one person for the student awards
for either category. lt was decided to give
joint awards for best spoken lecture to Tiu
Similä from Norway for her talk on Lofoten
killer whale studies, and to Frithjof Praetsch
of Scotland Íor his talk on bottle-nosed
dolphins ¡n the Moray Firth. Annemarie
Zaniboni of ltaly was awarded the student
prize f or best poster (adaptive radiation
features in the odontocete eye, Stenel/a
coeruleoalba ).

The total sum available for travel grants was
divided amongst all those students applying
who had provided the major contribution
towards a lecture or poster they presented.
We have been anxious to encourage as many
students as possible to attend ECS
Conferences, and were very pleased to see
good representation from southern European
countries like ltaly and Spain.

For organising a most successful conference,
we are very grateful to the sterl¡ng efforts
of Arne Björge, and the supporl he received
from Ms Sindseth. We also thank Dr Wexelsen
for a most interesting lecture on the
prominent role played by Sandeflord in the
history of whaling, and to the Whaling
Museum for the time and effort they put in to
showing us its exhibits.

PETER F/ANS

IWC SPECIAL MEETING ON NORTH
ATLANTIC FIN WHALES

ln late February, in Reykjavik, lceland, the
lnternational Whaling Commission's Scienilfic
Commitee held a Special Meet¡ng on North
Atlantic fin whales. The meeting was the
latest in a series examining available data of
relevance to the management,of whales_under
rhe rwc's cori"itttlßñúft ÁÉ-sÉsî"*t.
Scientif ically, two important points were
agreed by the Commillee. Firstly, the
committee accepted estimates of abundance
in a large area of the North Atlantic derived
from the North Atlantic Sightings Surveys
held in 1987 and 1989. These are given in
the figure below. Secondly, the Commitlee
accepted, primarily from the examination of
results from genetic studies, that fin whales
found off lceland are from a different
biological stock than those found off Spain.

7û1V 6û1Y stffl.?ìl 3û.'V ltriY lorrl ø lcr=

The committee was unable to agree upon how
many stocks of fin whales there are in the
North Atlantic, nor upon where to draw any
boundaries between putative stocks. This
was partly responsible for the Committee
also being unable to agree upon management
advice concerning the effects of whaling in
lcelandic waters of the Denmark Strait.
Regarding the status of fin whales in the
North Atlanlic, it was agreed that if the fin
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whales found off West Norway, North
Norway and the Faroe lslands comprise
separate stocks, they have been and remain
substantially depleted.

PHIL HAMMOND

REPEAT REQUEST FOR PICTURES &
FILM OF EUROPEAN CETACEANS

A number of ECS members have very kindly
offered photographic material for use in the
audio-visual package I am puning together ln
order to help potential observers with
problems of species identification for
European cetaceans. I am first concentrating
upon a pack of 35 mm colour slides of
cetaceans showing key identification features
with an accompanying sound cassette;
however, the hope ultimately is to
supplement this with a video film tasting 20-
30 minutes with sequences of different
cetacean species to aid identification.

lf you have any good guality pictures or film
that you would be prepared to allow us to
have copies of for this purpose, please get in
touch. All those who contribute material to
the finai package will be given a ccmplete
copy free. Other copies will be made
a va ilab le (at a cost th at co ve rs its
production) to ECS members and other
¡nterested parties.

Pictures and film of all species are needed,
but especially rorquals, beaked whales, and
oceanic dolphins, and underwaler shots of
any species.

PETER EVANS

FUTURE fuîEE]TONGS

FIRST ECS WORKSHOP ON
CETACEAN PATHOLOGY: DTSSECTTON
TECHNIQUES & TISSUE SAMPLING,

LEIDEN, THE NETHERLANDS,
13-14 SEPT !991

lntroduction lt is evident that disease can
play a significant role in the population
dynamics of free-living cetaceans. At the

last annual meeling of lhe European Cetacean
Society in February 1991 in Norway, a day
was devoted to this, and a number of die.offs
which are known to have occurred in marine
mammal populations in recent years were
reviewed.

ln order to learn more about diseases in
cetaceans, it is important to carry out a
careful post moñem examination of stranded
and by-caughl cetacean carcasses and lo
collect the appropriate tissue samples f or
further laboralory analysis. Samples are
also necessary for other studies, e.g.
reproduction, toxicolcry, and nutrition. lf
scientists f rom diffe countries want 1o

compare the results their studies, the
methods should be sta"cardized as much as
possible.

To st¡mulate this work, and to develop a
common approach, the first ECS workshop on
cetacean pathology has been organized. lt is
mainly aimed at scientists carrying out post
mortem examinations on stranded and by-
caught cetaceans.

The idea is to have short talks on various
aspects of post mortem examination of small
cetaceans by specialists in each area (invited
speakers inc'lude John Baker, Albert
Osterhaus, and Tony Raga). After each talk,
there will be the opportunity to discuss the
methods that people from different countries
use, and to try and reach a consensus about a
common method. on the second day a
proposal will be made f or a basic
standardized protocol for the post mortem
examination and tissue sampling of small
cetaceans. Hopef ully by the end of the
workshop we will have agreed upon a
standard basic protocol which will be
published as part of the proceedings of the
workshop.

Addresses lor application and
inlormation:
ïhijs Kuiken, Veterinary Science Group,
lnst¡tute of Zoology, Regent's Park, London
NW1 4RY, UK (Tel: 071.722.3333; Fax:
071.483.4436).
Manuel G. Hartmann, lnformation Theory
Group, Technical University Delft, Mekelweg
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lmportant: Please confirm
participation as soon as possible.

4, 2628 CD Detft, The Nethertands (Tet
015.786052; Fax: 0j5.622000).

one currently being negotialed for the Baltic
and North Seas. The meeting was arranged by
Greenpeace lnternational, f ollowing a
decision in December 1989 by rhe Standing
Committee of the Bern Convention to
establish an informal working group for this
purpose, based on a suggestion by
Greenpeace lnternational and that
Convention's Secretariat. The meeting was
chaired by Dr Alex Aguilar, who was
representing the Chairman of the Bonn
Convention Small Cetaceans Working Group,
and was attended by representatives of the
secretariats of the Barcelona, Bern and Bonn
Conventions, IUCN - the World Conservation
Union, Greenpeace lnternational and
Greenpeace Spain.

Discussions at the meeting were based on
two reports prepared on beh alf of
Greenpeace lnternational, a technical report
on the situation of small cetaceans and the
impact of fishing gear and fishery practices,
and a legal working document with draft
instruments suitable f or implementation
through the three Conventions. Written
comments from a number of experts were
also considered.

The main threats facing the small cetaceans
were identif ied as habitat degradation
(particularly PCB pollution) and interaction
with fishing gear (particularly incidentat
catches f rom long driftnets in offshore
waters). There was some discussion on
whether the agreement should also cover
other marine mammals such as turtles and
pinnipeds, but on balance it was felt that this
may not be practicable.

However, it was agreed that the legal
instru ment shou ld apply to all small
cetaceans (defined as the toothed whales
except for the sperm whale) and should be
extended to cover the marine waters of the
Black Sea as well as those of the
Mediterranean and contiguous waters (east

from 9ow). Furlhermore, iÎ should be open to
all l¡ttoral states and states that have flag
vessels fishing in the area. The preferred
form for the instrument was an agreement
under Article lV(4) of the Bonn Convention or
Article 14 of the Bern Convention, perhaps

you r

Venue: The workshop will be hosted by the
National Museum of Natural History,
Raamsteeg 2, 231 1 PL Leiden, The
Netherlands.

Language: The working tanguage of the
workshop will be English.

Transport: The bus stop "Korevaarstraat"
is close to the museum. Buses 31, 41, 45,
46, 48, and 49 stop there. Some of these
buses come from Leiden Central Train
Station, others from Den Haag Central Train
Station. The former train station can be
reached from the latter, or from Amsterdam
Central Train Station and Amsterdam
Schiphol airport.

Accommodat¡on: The participants are
requested to arrange their own bookings. we
can provide informat¡on on accommodalion
possibilities in Leiden. Otherwise, further
information is available .from the Tourist
lnformation Bureau "VVV" , Stationspleín
210, 2312 AR Leiden (Tel. 071.146e46).

Meals: A dinner for atl participants is
offered on Friday evening by the National
Museum of Natural History. Lunch can be
taken in restaurants near the museum.

ÏHUS KUIKEN

EUR@FEAN NEWS

DISCUSSIONS ON A LEGAL
FRAMEWORK FOR CONSERVING

MEDITERRANEAN AND BLACK SEA
SMALL CETACEANS

From 25 to 27 February this year, a meeting
was held in Palma de Mallorca between a
number of secretariats and organizations to
discuss the feasibility of an internationat
agreement for the Conservation of
Mediterranean small cetaceans similar to the

10
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to be implemented through an Action Plan

under the Barcelona Convention' Guidelines

for establishing research programmes under

the agreement were also drafted'

The documents are now being revised by the

Bern Convention Secretarial with the

assistance of Greenpeace lnternational' with

a view to the secretariats circulating them

to potential parties, the General Council for

Fishing in the Mediterranean and other

experts for comments. lt is hoped to hold a

meeting of experts of potential parties in a

Mediterranean city within a year to try to

carry this work forward.

While the initiative for this work was taken

under the Bern Convention, it also provides a

convenient framework for follow up to the

review of the conservation status of small

cetaceans completed in February 1991 by the

Bonn Convention Scientific Council, based on

a reporl by Julio Reyes. This review

recommended the list¡ng of 28

species/populations of small celaceans on

Appendix ll of the Bonn Convention, ¡ncluding

the western Mediterranean populations of

Delphinus delphis, furslops truncatus, and

Stetnella coeruteoatba and the Black Sea

populations of Phocoena phocoena, Delphinus

delphis and Tursiops truncatus' All these
populations have now been proposed by

Parties for consideration for listing at the

third meeting of the Conference of the

Parties to be held in Geneva from 9 to 13

September 1991 . ln the meanlime the

Secretariat has been ¡nstructed to take

appropriate measures to envisage and

fac¡litate AGREEMENTS under the Bonn

Convention for all the species/populations
identified by the Scientific Council's review,

which also include Hyperoodon ampullatus and

the eastern North Atlantic population of

Orcinus orca. Copies of the review are

available on request in English only from the

UNEP/CMS Secretariat, Postfach 20 14 48,

W-5300 Bonn 2, GermanY

JUDITH JOHNSON

NEWS FR@fu4 ELSEVYHERE [N

THE WORLD

THE FINDING OF A NEW SPECIES .

A LESSER BEAKED WHALE FROM

THE EASTERN PACIFIC

After Moore described Hubbs beaked whale

(Mesoplodon carlhubbsl) in 1963, it seemed

f or a while that all species of modern

cetaceans had finally been discovered ' at

least until 1976, when Dr James Mead'

curalor of marine mammals at the US

National Museum of Natural History
(Smithsonian lnstitution) picked up a worn

piece of skull and a few lumbar vertebrae

from a beach near the wharf of San Andrés'

central Peru. The cranial specimen, although

obviouslY from a mesoPlodont, was

surprisingly small and shaped somehow

differently from any other ziphiid cranium at

one of the world's most complete cetacean

collections.

ln May 1985, Peruvian cetologist Julio

Reyes of the Centro Peruano de Estud¡os

Ceiotógicos (CEPEC) collected an incidentally

caughî, i 59 ûm caiÍ beak¿cl wiraie at ìire
fishing terminal- of Pucusana, south of Lima'

Between then and January 1988, remains of

another six sPecimens (five from

fishermen's by-catches) were collected by

Julio and myself , but unf ortunalely all of

these, if not female, were immatures' With

Mesoptodon taxonomy heavily based on

shape, size and position of a single pair of

mandibular teeth in adult males'
identification was problematic. Although soon

a link was laid with Mead's specimen, limited

information on individual and developmental

variation of skull morphology and external

features in beaked whales kept raising

questions. The solution came ¡n late 1988

when finally a 372 cm adult male was found

stranded on (how could it be otherwise?)

Paradise Beach, north of Lima, which

resulted in the description of Mesoplodon

peruvianus (Reyes, Mead & Van Waerebeek'

1991).

Characteristic f or the animal are

relatively small teeth, posit¡oned a

the
few
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centimetres posterior to lhe mandibular
symphysis and which, in adult males, are set
on a raised tooth socket best likened to an
attenuated version of M. densirostris. The
inclination of the teeth goes through an
ontogenet¡c change, from strongly forwardly
inclined in juveniles to almost vertical in
adults, which is unique. Several other cranial
features, including a minimum skull width and
the absence of maxillary ridges distinguishes
it f rom congenefs. The colouration ¡s an
indistinct, basic countershading pattern,
rather reminiscent of a bottle-nosed dolphin,
but more fresh specimens will be needed for
a better appraisal of details.

M. peruvianus has an unusually deep caudal
peduncle and, mosl importantly, the adult
male is an estimated 50-100 cm smaller than
Hector's beaked whale (M. hectori), the
previous smallest mesoplodont; therefore,
"lesser beaked whale" seems to us the most
appropriate common name (Van Waerebeek,
1991 ; J.C. Reyes pers. comm.). "Pygmy
beaked whale", as proposed by Ralls and
Brownell (1991), rather suggests a ma,ior
difference in size as is lhe case in sperm and
pygmy sperm whales and killer and pygmy
killer whales, where adult mates differ from
each other in size by a factor of four or
more.

ln November 1990, Mexican researchers
Aurioles and Urbán (1990) announced the
stranding of two adult specimens, a 3.4 m
female and a 3.3 m adult male at Bahía de la
Paz, Baja California, Mexico, which
demonstrates that M. peruvianus is not
confined to the southern hemisphere. As for
most other mesoplodonts we af e totally
ignorant of the status of this species, except
for the fact that individuals become regularly
entangled in driftnets along the Peruvian
coast. The late discovery of a marine
mammal several times our size should be a
warning to governmental and international
institutions worldwide that something very
basically is wrong with their funding
priorities in research of the marine
environ ment.

Ralls, K. and Brownell, R.L. Jr. i 991. A
whale of a new species. Nature, Lond., Vol.
350 (18 April): 560.

Reyes, J.C., Mead, J., and Van Waerebeek,
K. 1991. A new species of beaked whate
Mesoplodon peruvianus sp. n. (Cetacea:
Ziphiidae) from Peru. Marine Mammal
Science 7(1): 1-24.
Urbán, A.G. and Urbán, J. 1990.i Registro de
Mesoplodon n. sp. en el Pacifico Norte. 4a
Reun. Trab. Espec. Mamif. Acuat. America del
Sur, Valdivia, Chile (Abstract).
Van Waerebeek, K. 1991. New whate
surfaces in Peru. Sonar 5 (Spring 1 991 ),
Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society: t0.

KO€N VA¡.IWAEREBEEK

Centro Peruano de Estudios Cetológicos,
c/o Asociación de Ecología y Conservación,

Vanderghen 560-24,
Lima 27, Peru.

ANN@IJNOEMEO{TS

FORMATION OF ECS PATHOLOGY
WORKING GROUP

The ECS Pathology Working Grorrp was set up
with the following aims: (1) to provide a
forum to discuss diseases in free-living
cetaceanes so as to improve our knowledge
of these diseases; (2) to improve the
methods of disease investigation ¡n free-
living cetaceans; and (3) tp standardize the
basic methods of disease investigation in
free-living cetaceans in different areas, to
be able to better compare results.

11 is a common misconception that disease is
a collision between a pathogenic agent and a
susceptible individual. To be clear what I

mean by "diseas", I give the dictionary
defin¡tion: "Disease: an alteration of a living
body that impairs its function" (Merrian-
Webster). This means that not only
morbillivirus infection is a disease, but also
mercury intoxication, immersion, physical
injury, liver cancer, or malnutrition.
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MEDITERRANEAN RESEARCH
CRUISE

Any ECS member wishing to participate in a
research cruise on board a 28 foot sailing
boat in the western Mediterranean, please
contact ALEXANDRE GANNIER, 145 A1 Route
de Grasse, "Le Clos des Chênes", 06600
Antibes (Phone: 93658936). Experienced
crew are appreciated. There is a moderate
fee towards board expenses. The cruise is
scheduled from July 10 to September 10.

ALÐûNDRE GANNIER

LETTERS

CONSTRUCTION OF A SMALL.SCALE
HYDROPHONE

cetacean researchers with a "blind faith in
acoust¡cs" might be ¡nterested to learn of the
details of a small family-run electronics
company who are interested in getting
involved in building hydrophones. At a
reasonable rate, they will be prepared to
discuss your indiviciuai requirements, ano
they have personal experience with the
constrainls of working on small boats with
small budgets,

Fcr further information, contact

Clive Menhenett,
Magret Ltd,
105 The Heath,
Wolvey,
Hinckley,
Leics, UK.
(Tel. No. 0455.220776)

Good luck, and keep listening.

VASSILI PAPASTAVROU

REOUEST FOR CETACEAN
MATERIALS

We are physicians and we are living in
Romania. Our principal extraprof essional
preoccupalion is the study of whales and
dolphins.

Together with our family and many friends,
we founded the first Cetacean Documentation
Centre in Romania with the intention of
educating our public in the areas of
prolection and preservation of these
endangered creatures.

Unfortunately, our financial possibilities are
scanty now, and we badly need more
bibliographic materials (books, atlases,
guides, cassette tapes, cetacean videos,
posters, and postcards). We would be very
grateful for any little support that members
of the society could offer. Thank you very
much for your kind understanding.

DR. ANGEI-A AND MARION VASILE

Str. Drumul Taberei, Nr 17,
Bl. 42, Apt. 25, Sect. ô,

77392-Bucuresti-66. Romania.
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Treasurer:
Phil Hammond,
Sea Mammal Research Unit,

c/o British Antarctic SurveY,
High Cross,
Madingley Road,
GB-Cambridge CB3 0ET.

Newsletter Editors:
Peter Evans, Marjan Addink
& Joke Bakker

send contributions to
Peter Evans,
Dept. of Zoology,
South Parks Road,
GB-Oxford OX1 3PS.

or to:
Marjan AddinUJoke Bakker,
Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke
H ¡storie,
Postbus 9517,
NL-2300 RA Leiden.

UNEP/CMS Agreement:
Kees Lankester,
1e Helmersstraat 'l 183-lll,
NL-1054 DT Amsterdam.

Pathology:
Thijs Kuiken,
lnstitute of Zoology,
Zoological Society of London,
Regent's Park,
G&London NW1 4RY.

Working
Contact

Group
Persons:

Strand ings:
Michela Podestà &
Luca Magnaghi (see ltaly above)

S ig hting s:
Peter Evans (see UK abt ,i'l

By-catches:
Simon Northridge,
Center for Environmental
Technology,
lmperial College
I Prince's Gardens,
GB-London SW7 1NA.

Harbour Porpoise:
Carl Kinze (see Denmark above)

Computers:
Jan Willem Broekema,
Klipperwerf 16,
NL-2317 DZ Leiden.
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